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Abstract
In geographic information systems terrain models are stored using elevation samples. Thesecan be used to compute where water flows, where flooding will occur, how the terrain can bedecomposed into watersheds. As more detailed terrain data becomes more available these filesbecome so large that they do not fit into the main memory anymore, resulting in poor performancefor existing algorithms. Either because the operating is busy swapping pages in and out thememory constantly or the access pattern the algorithm has differs greatly from the order in whichthe data is stored on disk. In order to solve these problems in an acceptable amount of time I/Oefficient algorithms are needed.
In this paper we will present an adaptation of a naive algorithm, a general cache-aware anda cache-oblivious algorithm for the flooding and flow-accumulation problems. These algorithmsare designed to work on massive grid terrains. All algorithms have been implemented and weretested on a variety of real data files. Our fastest algorithm is able to flood a terrain of over 3.5billion cells—over 13 gigabytes—in under 160 minutes. Flow accumulation for the same terrainis computed in less than 40 minutes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are information systems that work on or with terraindata, stored in files called Digital Elevation Models (DEM). These terrains are most commonlyrepresented by a grid of elevation samples. Figure 1.1 shows a 3D terrain with a sampling gridsuperimposed on it and its corresponding height map. In the data file these height samplesare stored as numerical values. These DEM files can be used to compute where water flows,where lakes will be formed, how the terrain can be decomposed into watersheds. Two of theseproblems—flooding and flow accumulation—will be discussed in this paper.

(a) 3D terrain (b) 2D height map
Figure 1.1: Digital Elevation Model of a terrain

A grid is the most common way to store a DEM because of its simplicity, which makes it easyto store and process. Other ways to store a DEM are by using a triangulated irregular network(TIN) or contour lines[5][9].
The area outside the grid is called the ocean. This is defined in order to model the possibilityof the water flowing off the terrain. This ocean has a height of negative infinity—meaning thatit holds an infinite amount of water and will never overflow—and is connected to all cells on theborder of the grid. Grid DEM files (including the ones we have used for testing) may containcells that don’t have a height value. These are called no-data cells. Usually these no-data cellsrepresent large bodies of water on the terrain like seas, lakes or wide rivers.
In the flooding problem the height of the water level for each cell in the grid is computed whenit is assumed that an infinite amount of rain has fallen on the terrain, forming puddles and lakes
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where the water couldn’t flow down the ocean.
Flow accumulation is about calculating how much water passes through every cell of the terrainwhen it flows down to the ocean, after each cell has initially received one unit of water.
Due to advances in satellite and other remote-sensing technology massive amounts terrain datafor used in these GIS systems are readily available. In February of 2000 a NASA missionnamed SRTM1 collected 30 meter resolution data (9 terabytes in size) for about 80% of theEarth’s landmass. Data from this mission at 90 meter resolution are freely available to thepublic on the internet, as well as 30 meter data for the US.
The huge amounts of data makes that these problems need to be solved in an I/O2 efficientmanner, in order to guarantee sensible running times because hard drives are much slower thaninternal memory. This is because it takes time (in the order of ms) to position the head on thecorrect part of the disk. Reading consecutive blocks on the disk is faster, since this repositioningis not required. However, the maximum read speed of a hard drive is also only a fraction of theinternal memory. For I/O efficient algorithms the number of I/O operations (reading/writing fromdisk) is kept to a minimum.
For each of the two problems three algorithms will be presented.
The first variant is an adaptation of a naive algorithm, to make it I/O efficient. A naive algorithmis usually designed to run in internal memory, and therefore does not take disk operations intoaccount once the input data does not fit into memory anymore.
The second is a regular—cache-aware—I/O efficient algorithm that is based on the principle ofdividing the input grid in smaller partitions. A cache-aware algorithm is designed to fully usethe internal memory in the computer. The size of this memory must therefore be known beforethe algorithm is run.
The third variant for each of the problems is a cache-oblivious version of the cache-awarealgorithm. Cache-oblivious means that the algorithm is not allowed to know the size of thememory or the size of the blocks on disk.
These algorithms are analysed on their I/O behaviour and computational complexity. All ofthe algorithms have been implemented in C++ and were run on real terrain data, in order tocompare the running times and see which is the fastest.
Existing research into this subject (using I/O efficient algorithms) starts by creating a graphfrom the input grid, instead of taking advantage of the properties of a grid. TERRAFLOW[8] andTERRASTREAM[2] are both systems that have—among others—implemented solutions for thesetwo problems. Flooding in both systems is implemented by finding local minima and theircorresponding watersheds (sinks) and overflow points to other sinks. From these a graph iscreated which is then flooded.

1Shuttle Radar Topography Mission—http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/p_status.htm2Input/Output
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1.1 Terminology

The algorithms work on a grid of size N = W × H, where W and H are respectively the widthand height of the input grid. Some of the algorithms assume that the grid resembles a square,meaning that W = Θ(H). This is called the square-input assumption.
The standard two-level I/O model is used in this paper[1]. This means that there is an internalmemory of size M, and the files on disk have a block size of B. Blocks are always transferred fromdisk to memory (and vice-versa) in their entirety, meaning that the I/O complexity is calculatedas the number of block operations.
There are two special I/O complexity cases. The first one is defined as Scan(N) ≡ Θ(NB ), whichis the amount of block operations needed to sequentially read a file of size N. The second isSort(N) ≡ Θ(NB logM

B

(N
B
)) representing the number of I/O operations needed to sort such a file.

Some algorithms use the so-called tall-cache assumption—M = Ω(B2)—stating that the cache(memory) is at least as high (number of blocks that it can store at the same time) as that it iswide (size of block).
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Chapter 2

Flooding

Suppose an infinite amount of rain will fall onto a terrain. Water that cannot flow of the terraindirectly will collect and form puddles and lakes. At some point enough water will be collectedinto a lake to fill it completely and it will overflow at a spill point. From this point on all waterthat rains into the lake directly or flows into the lake from other cells will flow out of this spillpoint. Eventually all lakes will be filled an all water that rains onto the terrain after this timeis able to flow off the terrain into the ocean. At this point the terrain is flooded.
In the flooding problem we want to compute the flooded height for each cell, which is equal tothe height of the lowest path from that cell to the ocean. The height of a path is defined asthe height of the highest cell on that path. We can turn this around, and define the floodingproblem as calculating the height of the lowest path from the ocean to each cell in the grid.We call this the SSLP (Single Source Lowest Path) problem, expressing the similarity to theSSSP (Single Source Shortest Path) problem. The only difference between these two problemsis that in SSLP we take the maximum weight of all the edges in a path, whereas SSLP takesthe sum of all edges on a path. The weight of an edge is the height of the lowest path betweenthe two cells it connects. In the case an edge is between two adjacent cells, this is equal to themaximum of the heights of these two cells.
The input of the flooding problem is a grid, stored in a file referred to as height in the pseudocode of the algorithms, used for both the input and output. This grid forms a grid-graph, with(undirected) edges between each cell and all of its neighbours, meaning that water can onlyflow from a cell to one of its neighbouring cells. The neighbours of a cell c are the (up to) eightcells surrounding c.
No-data cells ignored by the implementation of these flooding algorithms. This means thatno-data cells for which a path exists to the ocean that only consists of no-data cells will remainno-data after the terrain has been flooded. If such a path does not exists they will be floodedlike regular cells.
2.1 Naive approach

One of the most well-known algorithms for the shortest path problem is Dijkstra’s algorithm, andadapting it to compute the lowest path instead of the shortest path is trivial. In this algorithmthe full grid is explored starting from the ocean, which is connected to all cells on the border ofthe grid. At each iteration the—at that point—lowest path to a cell is expanded. If we look atthis process at a large point, it can be described as raising the water level outside the terrain,
4



where the flooded height of a cell is the height of the water level when the water first reachesthis cell.
Essentially the terrain is flooded from the outside inwards giving an I/O access pattern thatdepends entirely on the terrain and that very likely jumps around “randomly” - resulting ina very poor I/O performance. In order to get a better performing algorithm, the idea is tosubstantially decrease the number of vertices (cells) in the terrain. This is done by first creatinga watershed graph from the grid graph. A watershed is defined as a section of the terrain thatflows into to the same sink (a cell that has no lower neighbouring cells). These watershedsare the vertices in the watershed graph. Edges are created between adjacent watersheds. Theweight (height) of an edge in the watershed graph is defined as the minimum height of all edgesbetween the watersheds in the grid graph.
In the first phase of the algorithm each cell in the grid is assigned to a watershed—storedin a file called watershed—and the watershed graph is created. The second phase floods thewatershed graph, calculating the minimum height of all the cells each of the watersheds. Finallyeach cell is raised if it is lower than the minimum height of the watershed it belongs to. Givingthe following outline of the algorithm:

1: procedure NAIVEFLOODING(grid G)2: W ← CREATEWATERSHEDS(G)3: FLOODWATERSHEDS(W )4: FLOODGRID(G, W )5: end procedure

2.1.1 Creating watersheds

In order to find the watershed to which a cell belongs, we follow the flow of water originatingfrom this cell, until we either find a cell that already has a watershed assigned, or that we endup in a sink. The path followed is stored, so the watershed label can be assigned to each cellonce the correct label has been determined. In the case that a cell is found that already has awatershed label assigned, this label is used to label each cell on the flow path. In the case thata sink has been found, we create a new watershed, and label each of the cells on the flow pathwith this watershed.
There are a few special cases that need to be handled differently. First there is the ocean, whichcan be considered as one big sink, so each cell flowing directly into the ocean, will be assignedto the ocean watershed. Secondly, it is possible that a cell has no lower neighbours, but somethat are on the same height. In this case we look at the neighbours that have the same height.If one of them has a watershed assigned, the original cell will be assigned to that watershed.If none of the neighbours at the same height has a watershed assigned, a new watershed iscreated. This is done to avoid having to search a big area that has the same height for a spillpoint and prevent loops while doing so.
When a cell is labelled, also its neighbouring cells are examined to see if they belong to adifferent watershed. If this is the case, an edge between those watersheds is created. Whensuch an edge already exists, only the lowest edge is kept.
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In line 11 of the CREATEWATERSHEDS procedure a function FINDLOWESTNEIGHBOUR is called. Thisfunction returns the lowest neighbour of a given cell, and if multiple cells have the same heightit checks if one of them already has a watershed assigned.
Pseudo code

1: procedure CREATEWATERSHEDS(grid G)2: W ← empty watershed graph3: ocean← CREATENEWWATERSHED(W )4: for each cell c in G do5: if ¬watershed [c] then
. Follow flow path, until a watershed, sink or plateau is found. The cells in theflow path are stored in p.6: p← ∅7: d← c8: repeat9: p← p ∪ {d} . Add d to the current path10: e← d11: d← FINDLOWESTNEIGHBOUR(e)12: if height [d] > height [e] ∨ (height [d] = height [e] ∧ ¬watershed [d]) then13: watershed [e]← CREATENEWWATERSHED(W )14: end if15: until watershed [e]
. Label all cells on the flow path with the correct watershed label. Neighbouringcells are examined, and if they are labeled with a different watershed, an edge is createdbetween the two watersheds.16: for each cell d in p do17: watershed [d]← watershed [e]18: for each neighbour f of d do19: if watershed [f ] ∧ watershed [f ] 6= watershed [e] then20: CREATEEDGE(W , watershed [e],watershed [f ],max(height [f ], height [d]))21: end if22: end for23: end for24: end if25: end for26: return W27: end procedure

I/O analysis

The algorithm iterates through all cells, which can happen in any order, including the file order,so this takes Scan(N) I/O operations. For each cell the flow path is followed, which does onlyrequires extra I/O operations if we move outside the currently cached area. In order to followany path efficiently, we need a file ordering that preserves spatially locality, like the z-order
6



ordering.
We conceptually divide the grid into partitions of size √M3 ×√M3 . We assume that when we iteratethrough the grid, the partition we are currently in, together with the surrounding partitions arecached into memory — see figure 2.1. This way an area of √M × √M cells is cached, and aminimum of Θ(√M) steps can be taken before extra I/O operations are needed.

Figure 2.1: Cached area of naive algorithm
Outside of the cached area, an extra I/O operation is needed for each block on disk the pathpasses through. If we look at the disk blocks, and if there are—on average—only a constantnumber of these paths per block, the I/O complexity is unaffected. Formally, the I/O performanceof this part of the algorithm is Scan(N) if the following holds:

( ∑
all blocks B number of paths that are longer than √M in B) = O(NB

)

This assumes that the watershed graph fits in memory. If it doesn’t, extra I/O operations areneeded to access the edges of the graph, in which case the I/O performance becomes Scan(N)+
SortE , where E is the number of edges in the watershed graph.

Running time analysis

Cells are examined by this algorithm when it’s their turn in the main iteration and when one of itsneighbours examines it for determining the next cell in the flow path, or when it’s watershed labelis checked to find adjacent watersheds by one of its neighbours. Since each cell has a constantnumber of neighbours (at most eight), it is only examined a constant number of times. Efficientlyupdating the edges requires the use of a tree-like data structure, resulting in a running time of
O
(
E log(E) +N

) where E is the number of edges in the watershed graph.
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2.1.2 Flooding

After the first phase all watersheds and the edges between them have been defined. These arethen flooded by using SSLP to find the lowest paths from the ocean watershed to all otherwatersheds. After this is completed, we have computed the minimum height for each of thewatersheds. This information is then used to flood the entire grid, by setting the height of eachcell to the maximum of the height of the cell itself and the height of the watershed it belongs to.The height of a vertex (watershed) v and edge e are represented by heightW [v ] and heightE [e]respectively.

Pseudo code

Require: (∀ vertices v ∈ V :: completed [v ] = ⊥ ∧ heightW [v ] = −∞)1: procedure FLOODWATERSHEDS(watershed graph W = (V ,E))2: completed [ocean] = >3: SORT(E) . Sort edges in ascending order4: for each edge e in E do5: if completed [source[e]] ∧ ¬completed [target [e]] then6: FLOODEDGE(e)7: end if8: end for9: end procedure

1: procedure FLOODEDGE(edge e)2: s← source[e]3: t ← target [e]4: heightW [t]← max(heightW [t], heightE [e])5: completed [t]← >6: for each edge f in edges[t] do7: if ¬completed [target [f ]] then8: if heightE [f ] ≤ heightE [e] then9: heightE [f ]← heightE [e]10: FLOODEDGE(f)11: end if12: end if13: end for14: end procedure

1: procedure FLOODGRID(grid G, watershed graph W = (V ,E))2: for each cell c do3: height [c]← max(height [c], heightW [watershed [c]])4: end for5: end procedure
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I/O analysis

If we assume that the watershed graph fits in memory, the only I/O operations needed for theflooding phase are reading each cell once, and writing it back at most once. Since the cells canbe processed in any order (including the order in which the cells are stored on disk) the I/Ocomplexity of this phase is Scan(N).
If the watershed graph does not fit in memory, extra I/O operations are needed to flood thewatershed graph which increases it to Scan(N) + E I/O operations. Accessing the heights ofthe watersheds can also require extra I/O operations. However, since the grid is scanned in thesame order as in the first phase of the algorithm, the watersheds are found in the same order,requiring Scan(E) I/O operations. For cells belonging to watersheds that were accessed before,we can assume that their height will remain cached in memory, since an spatially local orderingis used. For really long paths jumps in the z-order can introduce extra I/O operations, howeverwe already assumed that the number of long paths was at most a constant per block, thus notaffecting the I/O complexity here either.
The I/O complexity this second step is Scan(N) + E , if the watershed graph does not fit intomemory.
Running time analysis

Flooding the graph requires all edges to be sorted, or the usage of a priority queue. In bothcases the running time is O(E log(E)), where E is the number of edges in the watershed graph.
Each of the cells can be flooded in constant time, therefore flooding all N cells requires O(N)time. This results in a total running time of O(E log(E) +N

).
2.1.3 Analysis

In the analysis for the sections we made a distinction whether the watershed graph was smallenough to fit in memory or not. If it does fit in memory, we get the following complexities:
I/O complexity: Scan(N)Running time: O

(
E log(E) +N

)
If the watershed graph does not fit in memory, and is stored on disk in its entirety, the boundsbecome the following:

I/O complexity: Scan(N) + ERunning time: O
(
E log(E) +N

)
9



2.2 Cache-aware approach

Our cache-aware approach for flooding grids is based on the I/O efficient SSSP (Single SourceShortest Path) algorithm for grids, as described in chapter 5 of [4]. The approach used in thisalgorithm is partitioning the grid in such a way that each partition can be processed in memory.
The full grid graph is too big to flood it all at once. The principle of this algorithm is to firstcreate a reduced graph (called GR ) from the full graph, containing significantly less vertices(cells) and edges. The edges for GR are created in such a way that when GR is flooded—whichis the second phase of the algorithm—the flooded heights for the cells in GR are the same asthe full graph would have been flooded at once.

(a) Partitions with size 4× 3 (b) GR vertices (c) GR graph after edge creation
Figure 2.2: Example grid graph

Water can only flow to cells that are directly adjacent. This means that if we take a rectangularsection of the grid, the lowest path for all cells in this rectangle must pass at least one of thecells on the border. We divide the grid into partitions of w × h cells (see figure 2.2(a), eachoverlapping the adjacent partitions by one row or column.
If we consider the lowest path for any cell, the first section of the path is from the cell itself tothe border of the partition containing this cell. The following sections of the path go from theprevious endpoint—which is on a partition border—to another cell on the border of an adjacent(or the same) partition, only passing cells in that partition. An example of this is shown in figure2.2(b). Note that nothing restricts the shortest path to go through the same partition multipletimes.
We now define the vertices of the reduced graph GR as the union of all the cells on the partitionborders, an example of which is also shown in figure 2.2(b). In order to use this graph to computelowest paths, edges need to be added that the height of the lowest path between each pair ofcells on the partition border is equal in the original grid graph and in GR . See figure 2.2(c) foran example GR . In this figure the lowest path between the cells in GR for the example path hasbeen coloured. The edges for GR are computed in the first phase of the algorithm.
In the second phase of the algorithm graph GR is flooded, computing the heights of the lowestpath from the ocean to each of the cells in GR . After this is done, the final height is known for allborder cells in each partition and the flooded height for the internal cells can be computed. Thisis done in the third phase of the algorithm. This gives the following outline for the cache-awareflooding algorithm:
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1: procedure CACHEAWAREFLOODING(grid G)2: GR ← empty (new) separator graph for G3: CREATEEDGES(G)4: FLOODGRAPH(GR )5: FLOODGRID(G, GR )6: end procedure

2.2.1 Creating edges

Algorithm description

We need to find the lowest paths between each of the cells on the border of partition P. We dothis by flooding the P from the border inwards, tagging each cell in the partition with the cellon the boundary to which it has the lowest path, this tag is called the watershed label. Thisway we compute the watershed label for each cell in the interior of the partition. The lowestedge between each pair of adjacent watersheds is added to GR .
We flood partition is by gradually raising the water level, and determine which cells will befilled from which point on the boundary. Which means add a cell to a watershed if and onlyif there is a path from that cell to the cell on the border that watershed belongs to, having aheight lower or equal to the maximum of the current water level and the height of the cell itself.
We define height [c] as the height of cell c, and watershed [c] as the watershed of a cell c. Inorder to simulate the raising of the water level, we sort all cells from the lowest to the highestand process them in that order.
When we process cell c, the simulated water level l = height [c]. This cell can either be on theborder or not.
If c is not on the border, and also has no watershed label yet, cell c cannot be flooded at thecurrent water height (because if there was a path to c with height height [c], cell c would haveits watershed label set to the cell on the border this path is connected to. We therefore ignorethis cell for now, and continue with the next cell.
If cell c is on the border, there are two possibilities, either cell c does not yet belong to awatershed, which means we have found a new spill point so we create a new watershed for cell
c. This can be done by setting watershed [c] to c. If cell c does belong to a watershed, we createan (undirected) edge from c to watershed [c] with height height [c]. By doing this we ensure thateach cell on the border of the current partition will have at least one edge.
If c is on the border, or it has a watershed label assigned, each of the neighbours d of c areexamined:
If watershed [d] has not been set, we add d to the watershed of c by setting watershed [d] to
watershed [c]. We then compare height [d] to height [c] and set height [d] to l if height [d] ≤
height [c]. The neighbours of cell d are then recursively processed.
If watershed [d] 6= watershed [c], the watersheds of c and d are adjacent, so we add an (undirected)
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edge between watershed [c] and watershed [d] with height max(height [d], l). If an edge alreadyexists between watershed [c] and watershed [d], we keep only the edge with the lowest height.
We repeat this until all cells have been processed, in which case all cells in P have beenassigned a watershed, and all adjacent watersheds have been found. Because edges are onlyadded between adjacent watersheds, and watersheds are connected (unbroken) areas, the resultis generally a planar graph. Under some circumstances it is possible for four watersheds to toucheach other, introducing an edge that crosses an other. Though the highest edge can always beremoved in this case (water flows will never cross)—the number of edges is still limited evenwith these crossing edges.
Pseudo code

The pseudo code for the algorithm that creates the edges for GR is given below. For this pseudocode we assume that there exists a function EDGEEXISTS(c, d) that checks if GR contains anedge between the cells c and d, a function CREATEEDGE(c, d, j) that adds a new edge to GRwith height j and that there is a function LOWEREDGE(c, d, j) that updates the height of the edgebetween c and d if j is lower than the current height.
1: procedure CREATEEDGES(graph G)2: for each partition P in G do3: Sort all cells in P with ascending height, and store them in Q.4: for each cell c in Q do5: if c on border of P ∨ watershed [c] then6: PROCESSCELL(P, c)7: end if8: end for9: end for10: end procedure

1: procedure PROCESSCELL(partition P, cell c)2: if c on border of P then3: if ¬watershed [c] then4: watershed [c]← c5: else6: CREATEEDGE(c, watershed [c], height [c])7: end if8: end if9: for each neighbour d of c do10: if ¬watershed [d] then11: watershed [d]← watershed [c]12: if height [d] ≤ height [c] then13: height [d]← height [c]14: PROCESSCELL(P, d)15: end if16: else if watershed [d] 6= watershed [c] then17: if EDGEEXISTS(watershed [c], watershed [d]) then
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18: LOWEREDGE(watershed [c], watershed [d], max(height [c], height [d]))19: else20: CREATEEDGE(watershed [c], watershed [d], max(height [c], height [d]))21: end if22: end if23: end for24: end procedure

I/O analysis

Partitions are fully read from disk, one at a time. Neighbouring partitions share a boundaryrow or column, so the blocks these cells belong to are read once for each partition they belongto. Given the tall-cache assumption (M = Ω(B2)), these boundary blocks are read at most fourtimes (in case the boundary cell is on the corner). This means that each block is read O(1) times,from which follows that the I/O volume is Scan(N). After processing a partition the edges for GRare written to disk. Since GR is smaller than the original graph, the amount of I/O operationsrequired for this is also smaller, and does not affect the I/O performance.
Running time analysis

Each cell in the grid is processed once. When we process a cell, we take examine its neighbours,which are at most eight cells. However, all cells are sorted first, which takes O(w · h log(w · h))time, per partition. Considering that each partition must fit onto memory, we have that w · h =Θ(M). The total number of partitions is O(NM ), giving a total running time of O(NM ·M log(M)) =
O
(
N log(M)).

2.2.2 Flooding GR

Algorithm description

For flooding GR we use a similar approach as in the first step, which is flooding inwards fromthe border, by simulating the raising of the water level. The main difference is that a graph isused instead of a grid.
First all cells are sorted on height, and all cells on the border of GR are marked completed.
Define height [e] as the height of edge e, source[e] as one of the endpoints (cell, vertex) of e and
target [e] as the other endpoint.
The lowest edge e is removed from the queue, and the cell t = target [e] is marked as completed(if t was already marked as completed, the algorithm continues with the next edge in the queue).The height of t is set to height [e], if height [e] > height [t]. Finally, all outgoing edges f from
t where target [f ] hasn’t been completed yet are processed, and if height [f ] ≤ height [e], we set
height [f ] to height [e] and recurse on edge f .
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This process is repeated until each edge in the list has been processed.
Pseudo code

For the pseudo code for the flooding of GR we assume that there is an adjacency list for eachcell c containing all edges from c to other cells, which can be accessed by edges[c]. The state(completed or not completed) is represented by completed [c].
1: procedure FLOODGRAPH(separator graph GR )2: Sort all edges in GR with ascending height, and store them in Q.3: for each cell c on border of GR do4: completed [c]← >5: end for6: for each edge e in Q do7: if completed [source[e]] ∧ ¬completed [target [e]] then8: FLOODEDGE(P, e)9: end if10: end for11: end procedure

1: procedure FLOODEDGE(edge e)2: t ← target [e]3: completed [t]← >4: height [t]← max(height [t], height [e])5: for each edge f in edges[t] do6: if ¬completed [target [f ]] ∧ height [f ] ≤ height [e] then7: FLOODEDGE(f)8: end if9: end for10: end procedure

I/O analysis

The number of I/O that is needed for this step greatly depends on how the graph GR is storedon disk. The most I/O efficient way to do this is by storing the cells and edges separate fromthe grid, instead of reading the part of the grid that is occupied by GR .
The cells are read from disk before the algorithm starts, and are written back after the algorithmhas finished. The size of graph GR depends on the size and amount of partitions in the grid,so it contains |GR | ≤ (Hh + 1)W + (Ww + 1)H vertices (cells), and at most three times as manyedges (because GR is planar).
The partition size is chosen such that it fits in the memory, which means that w ·h = Θ(M). If weassume that the partitions are square-like (w = Θ(h)) this gives us, together with the tall-cacheassumption, that w = Ω(B) and h = Ω(B).
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|GR | ≤
(
H
h + 1)W + (Ww + 1)H

|GR | = O
(
H
hW + W

w H
)

= O
(
H
BW + W

B H
)

= O
(
W ·H
B

)
= O

(
N
B

)
For each vertex in GR a constant number of I/O operations are needed to read and write theheights of the cells. This dominates the I/O performance of this part of the algorithm, given that
GR fits in memory, in this case the complexity is O(|GR |) = Scan(N).
If GR doesn’t fit in memory, an external memory sorting algorithm is needed to flood it, givingan I/O bound of O(|GR |) + Sort(|GR |) = Scan(N) + Sort(NB ).
Running time analysis

Processing an edge takes constant time, but because they need to be sorted first, the complexityof this part is O(|GR | log(|GR |)). O(1).
2.2.3 Flooding each partition

Algorithm description

The algorithm for flooding the grid is the same as the one given for creating the edges, exceptwe are no longer interested in the watersheds, it suffices to mark the cells as completed oncethe height of the cell has been updated. Also the height of the cells on the border need to beupdated after GR has been flooded. Finally partitions need to be written back to disk after theyhave been flooded. This results in the following pseudo code:
Pseudo code

1: procedure FLOODGRID(grid G, separator graph GR )2: for each partition P in G do3: Sort all cells in P with ascending height, and store them in Q.4: for each cell c on border of P do5: height [c]← height of c in GR6: completed [c]← >
15



7: end for

8: for each cell c in Q do9: if c on border of P ∨ watershed [c] then10: FLOODCELL(P, c)11: end if12: end for13: Write P back to disk14: end for15: end procedure

1: procedure FLOODCELL(partition P, cell c)2: for each neighbour d of c do3: if ¬completed [d] then4: completed [d]← >5: if height [d] ≤ height [c] then6: height [d]← height [c]7: FLOODCELL(P, d)8: end if9: end if10: end for11: end procedure

I/O analysis

The whole grid is read from disk, and written back after processing. This takes Scan(N) I/Ooperations. Also, graph GR needs to be accessed to update the heights. Because the size (widthand height) of GR is the same as the full grid, but contains less cells, the time to access thesecells is at most Scan(N). The I/O complexity of this algorithm therefore remains Scan(N).
Running time analysis

The running time of the algorithm is dominated by sorting the cells. This means that therunning time is O(w · h log(w · h)). Considering that each partition must fit onto memory, wehave that w · h = Θ(M). The total number of partitions is O(NM ), giving a total running time of
O
(N
M ·M log(M)) = O(N log(M)).

2.2.4 Analysis

Combining the results of the analyses from the individual sections gives the following boundsfor the cache-aware flooding algorithm:
16



I/O complexity: Scan(N) + Sort(NB )Running time: O(N logM)
2.3 Cache-oblivious approach

The main problem in converting the cache-aware algorithm to a cache-oblivious variant lies inthe fact that we cannot divide the grid into partitions in the same way, since we do not knowthe size of the memory. Instead of having a single GR , with fixed partition sizes, we define arecursive version of the separator graph.

(a) Level 0 (b) Level 1 (c) Level 2 (d) Level 3
Figure 2.3: Recursive separator graph GR at multiple levels—only cells, no edges

At the highest level (figure 2.3(a)) we have a graph only consisting of the boundary cells of thefull grid. In each recursive step the current partition is divided into four (2×2) smaller partitions,with a column or row shared between the adjacent partitions. This is repeated until a partitionhas a size of 2 × 2 cells. The edges in the boundary graphs are—just as in the cache-awarealgorithm—the lowest paths between the cells on the border of partitions. Flooding using thisapproach is done in two phases.
The first phase uses a bottom-up approach. Edges are created at the lowest level, wherepartitions have a size of 2× 2. At this level it is trivial to determine the lowest paths betweenthe cells of the partition border. Adjacent partitions are merged on the way upwards in therecursion, in each step removing the internal cells. These are cells that are on the border of apartition in a lower level, but not anymore on the current level. In figure 2.3 these are the redcoloured cells. This removing is done by merging the internal cells (and its edges) with the cellon the border to which it has the lowest path.
After the first phase has been completed, all lowest edges from a border cell to the internal cellshave been computed, for each level in the separator graph. The second phase uses these lowestpaths to calculate the flooded height for the internal cells in a top-down direction, moving fromthe highest level to the lower ones. This is done by raising the height of internal cells if theheight of the lowest path to the border is higher than the cell itself.
In contrast to the cache-aware algorithm there is no separate step needed for flooding the final
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grid, since the separator graphs already go down to the cell level. Flooding the separator graphsis therefore the same as flooding the grid. The following pseudo-code gives the outline for thealgorithm:
1: procedure CACHEOBLIVIOUSFLOODING(grid G)2: CREATEEDGES(G)3: FLOODEDGES(G)4: end procedure

2.3.1 CreateEdges

In the first phase we merge adjacent partitions. For each partition we consider only the cells onthe border, as well as the edges between these cells, corresponding to the lowest paths betweenthem. This information can be calculated easily for partitions of size 2×2 cells, by simply addingan edge between each two cells. Note that we can omit the diagonal edges unless the diagonalis lower than all four edges around the border. This can occur only if both of the cells on adiagonal edge are lower than each of the two remaining cells. In this case a single diagonaledge is added. This means that each partition of size 2× 2 must be planar. Therefore if we lookat graph consisting of all 2× 2 sizes partitions, it is planar as well.
In order to remove the internal cells when merging adjacent partitions, we need to merge themwith one of the cells on the border of the new partition. Therefore we have to find the lowestpath from each of the internal cells to one of the cells on the border. The algorithm we use forthis is the same as the algorithm used for flooding the GR graph in section 2.2.2, except thatinstead of flooding the internal cells, they are added to the watershed of the cell on the borderthey were flooded by.
After this, each internal cell c has been assigned to a watershed d corresponding to one of thecells on the border. Also the height of the lowest path between the c and d has been calculated.Both of these values are stored to disk for cell c, so they can be reused in the next step ofthe algorithm. Cell c is merged with cell d, meaning that all edges going from or to cell c areupdated so that they now go to cell d. During this process, it is possible that multiple edgesconnect the same two cells, in this case only the lowest edge needs to be kept. Also it is possiblethat edges are introduced that connect cells to themselves, these edges also need to be removed.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of the merge process. The red (thick) lines indicate to which cell onthe border (dark coloured cells) the internal (light coloured cells) are merged. Level 0 is shownfully in this image, but it is actually processed in four separate partitions in the recursion.
Since vertices are merged over existing edges (on a planar graph), this process keeps the graphplanar. It is repeated at each level until the full grid is processed.
Pseudo code

We present the pseudo code for creating the edges between the cells on the border of a grid (orpartition). It assumes that there is a function GETEDGES(G) that returns all straight (horizon-
18



(a) Level 0 (b) Level 1 (c) Level 2
Figure 2.4: Example of cache-oblivious merge step

tal/vertical) edges together with the lowest diagonal edge of a grid G that has a size of two bytwo cells in sorted order. It also makes use of a function CREATEPARTITIONS(G) that partitions agrid G into several smaller grids, with an overlapping row and column between adjacent grids.
When combining the edges of each partition in line 8 of CREATEEDGES function, this must bedone in such a way that the result remains sorted. Since both parts that are combined are sortedinitially, this can be done in linear time.

1: procedure CREATEEDGES(grid G)2: if width[G] = 2 ∧ height [G] = 2 then3: return GETEDGES(G) . Edges are sorted with ascending height4: else5: E ← ∅6: P ← CREATEPARTITIONS(G)7: for each partition P in P do8: E ← E ∪ CREATEEDGES(P) . Combine edges, keeping them in sorted order9: for each cell c on border of P do10: watershed [c]← c11: end for12: end for13: return MERGEEDGES(E)14: end if15: end procedure

The function MERGEEDGES merges adjacent partitions by removing the internal cells. This isdone by replacing all edges to internal cells with an edge to a cell on the border.
This function consists of two steps, the first step is finding for each internal cell i the cell jon the border to which i has the lowest path. This is done using the same algorithm used forflooding the GR separator graph in the cache-aware approach, for which it uses the functionPROCESSEDGE.
The second step is moving the edges from the internal cells to the cells on the border, for which
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it also uses a function REMOVEDUPLICATES that removes all edges that connect a cell to itself,and duplicate edges where the lowest one needs to be kept.
1: procedure MERGEEDGES(edges E)2: for each edge e in E do3: if watershed [source[e]] ∧ ¬watershed [target [e]] then PROCESSEDGE(e)4: end if5: end for6: for each edge e in E do7: source[e]← watershed [source[e]]8: target [e]← watershed [target [e]]9: end for10: return REMOVEDUPLICATES(E)11: end procedure

1: procedure PROCESSEDGE(edge e)2: s← source[e]3: t ← target [e]4: height [t]← max(height [t], height [e])5: watershed [t]← watershed [s]6: for each edge f in edges[t] do7: if ¬watershed [target [f ]] then8: if height [f ] ≤ height [e] then9: height [f ]← height [e]10: PROCESSEDGE(f)11: end if12: end if13: end for14: end procedure

I/O analysis

The CREATEEDGES algorithm is a recursive algorithm that works on a planar graph. This meansthe size of the sub problems in each recursive step is O(V ), where V is the number of verticesin the current sub problem. In each step the graph is divided into four partitions, each half theamount of vertices as the original sub problem, since the internal vertices need to be added tocover the full border of the sub problems.
We assume that the input grid resembles a square, and that the partitioning preserves thissquare-like shape. This means that the amount of vertices V on the border of a sub problem ofsize N′ is O(√N′).
Once a sub problem is small enough to fit in memory it requires Scan(M) I/O operations toprocess the entire sub problem. In larger sub problems we can have O(1) I/O operation pervertex, resulting in O(V2i ) = O(√N2i ) I/O operations for a sub problem at level i. This gives usthe following I/O complexity:
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log4( NM )∑
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Given the tall-cache assumption M = Ω(B2) the total I/O complexity of this part of the algorithmis Scan(N).
Running time analysis

The running time of MERGEEDGES is linear in the number of edges. However, the REMOVEDU-PLICATES function needs to sort the edges in order to efficiently find duplicate edges, and thenresort the remaining edges in the original order, which takes O(V log(V )) time.
This gives us the following recurrence: T (v) = 4 · T ( v2) + O(v log(v)). Solving this with theMaster Theorem gives us a running time of O(V 2) = O(N).
To flood the grid we process it in the reverse order of the previous phase. Initially we start withthe full grid as a single partition, filling in the cells on the borders of the sub-partitions, andthen recursively process each sub-partition, until the partitions no longer have internal cells(this happens when the partition is two cells wide or high.)
The height of the cell that is flooded is set to the maximum of the height of that cell, and theheight of the cell on the border of the partition that floods into it. These values have beencomputed in phase one, and are reused here.
Pseudo code

1: procedure FLOODEDGES(grid G)2: if width[G] > 2 ∧ height [G] > 2 then3: P ← CREATEPARTITIONS(G)4: for each cell c in P that is inside of G do5: height [c]← max(height [c], height [watershed [c]])6: end for7: for each partition P in P do8: FLOODEDGES(P)
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9: end for10: end if11: end procedure

I/O analysis

This second part of the algorithm follows the same recurrence as the first step and therefore hasthe same I/O complexity of Scan(N).
Running time analysis

This second part of the algorithm follows the same recurrence as the first step and therefore hasthe same running time of O(N).
2.3.2 Analysis

The combined complexities of the cache-oblivious flooding algorithm are:
I/O complexity: Scan(N)Running time: O(N)

2.4 Algorithm comparison

Three different algorithms for the flooding problem have been presented in this chapter. In thetable 2.1 we give a short summary of the complexities of each of these algorithms.
Algorithm I/O complexity Running timeNaive (watershed graph in memory) Scan(N) 12 O

(
E log(E) +N

)
Naive (watershed graph on disk) Scan(N) + E12 O

(
E log(E) +N

)
Cache-aware Scan(N) + Sort(NB ) O

(
N log(M))Cache-oblivious Scan(N) O(N)

Table 2.1: Flooding algorithm complexities
Where E is the number of edges in the watershed graph in the naive algorithm.

1Using a file ordering that preserves spatial locality, like z-order2For ”normal” maps
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Chapter 3

Flow accumulation

The second problem we will be looking at is the flow accumulation problem. We assume thatone unit of rain falls on each cell of the terrain. This water will flow downwards over the terrainuntil it falls off the edge of the terrain. We are interested in the amount of water that passeseach cell.
Flow accumulation is generally done after the terrain has been flooded, so that there existsa descending path from each cell to the border of the grid. Between the flooding and flowaccumulation there is another step, named flow routing. In this step the flow target(s) areassigned to all cells on the terrain, most importantly for the cells on flat parts of the terrain thathave no lower neighbours, so that there is a descending path to the ocean from each cell.
There are two possible flow models for flow routing and flow accumulation[6][3]. The first oneuses single flow direction (SFD), where all of the water on each cell will flow to the lowestneighbouring cell. The other one has multiple flow directions (MFD), which means that thewater flow for each cell is divided among all lower neighbouring cells. SFD is used for thealgorithms presented in this chapter. This means that each cell can have zero to seven sourceneighbours that flow towards the current cell, and one target neighbour towards which the waterof the current cell flows. Section 3.5 of this chapter shows how the algorithms can be adaptedfor MFD.
The flow routing problem is not part of this paper, however in order to run tests on the flowaccumulation algorithms, the flow routing step must have been completed. Therefore a flowrouting program has been run on the flooded input, creating a SFD output file containing theflow direction for each cell. This flow direction indicates which of the eight neighbouring cellsis the flow target. No-data cells are considered part of the ocean and therefore have no flowdirection.
The input file (called target) stores for each cell c the position of its target cell in the same file.For cells that do not have a target cell (because it is no-data or it flows directly into the ocean)a value of false (⊥) is used. The output of the algorithms is a file which is named flow , wherefor each cell the accumulated flow is stored. Neither of these files is dependent on a specificfile ordering, though it is assumed that the input and output file have the same ordering.
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3.1 Naive approach

3.1.1 Algorithm description

The first algorithm we present for solving the flow accumulation problem is an adaptation of anaive algorithm. The basic principle is that for each cell c in the grid for which all the sourceneighbours have been processed, the flow accumulated on c is recursively pushed down, for aslong as all the source neighbours for each cell on this path have been processed.
In order to detect if all source neighbours for a cell have been processed, we first run a passthrough all the cells counting how many source neighbours each cell has.
3.1.2 Pseudo code

Require: (∀ cells c : count [c] = 0 ∧ flow [c] = 0)1: procedure NAIVEFLOW(grid G)
. Pre-processing - count number of source cells for each cell2: for each cell c in G do3: Increase count [target [c]]4: end for
. Accumulate flow for each cell5: for each cell c in G do6: d← c7: while count [d] = 0 ∧ target [d] do8: count [d]←∞ . Mark d as completed9: flow [d]← flow [d] + 1 . Add flow for d10: flow [target [d]]← flow [target [d]] + flow [d] . Push flow to the target of d11: Decrease count [target [d]]12: d← target [d] . Continue with the next cell of the path13: end while14: end for15: end procedure

3.1.3 Analysis

I/O analysis

The algorithm scans through all cells twice, taking Scan(N) I/O operations. In the second partof the algorithm water is pushed down following the flow path. This only requires extra I/Ooperations if we move outside the currently cached area. In order to follow any path efficiently,we need a file ordering that preserves spatially locality, like the z-order ordering. As with thenaive flooding algorithm, we have that a minimum of O(√M) steps can be taken before extraI/O operations are needed.
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For paths longer than this, an extra I/O operation is needed for each block on disk the pathpasses through. If we look at the disk blocks, and if there are—on average—only a constantnumber of these paths per block, the I/O complexity is unaffected. Formally, the I/O performanceof this part of the algorithm is Scan(N) if the following holds:
( ∑

all blocks B number of paths that are longer than √M in B) = O(NB
)

Running time analysis

Each cell is visited when the loop reaches it, or when one of its source neighbours is processed.Because each cell can be processed only once, and each cell has at most seven source neighbours,a cell can only be visited a constant number of times. This results in a running time of O(N).
3.2 Cache-aware approach

3.2.1 Algorithm description

As with the cache-aware flooding algorithm, for the cache-aware flow accumulation we partitionthe input graph in partitions that fit into memory, with each partition overlapping its neighbourswith one row or column. These overlapping rows and columns, together with the border of the fullgrid form the vertices of the separator graph GR . The algorithm then consists of three phases.In the first phase edges and intermediary results are created for the GR graph, processingone partition at a time. The second phase combines and uses these results to calculate theaccumulated flow for each cell in GR . Finally, each partition is loaded and processed again,calculating the flow for each internal cell.
The principle of accumulating the flow is the same in each step. First we do a pre-processingstep, counting the number of incoming edges for each internal cell. Next we iterate throughall cells and process every cell c that doesn’t have any incoming edges (thus having a count ofzero). We then add the flow that has been accumulated in this cell to t ≡ target [c]. We alsodecrease the count of t by one because we now have removed the edge from c to t. Cell c ismarked as completed, in order to prevent pushing down the water twice. If the count for t iszero, we recurse on t, thus following the flow path, until either the end of the path is reached,or one of the cells on the flow path has other incoming edges.
For the first phase we need to create edges and calculate the intermediate flow for the edgeson the partition border, which we accomplish in a two-step process. First we push the flow forall internal cells down their flow-paths to the border cells, using the process described above.Next we follow the flow-paths for all border cells, and create an edge to the first target cell onthe border we find. After this is done we end up with the flow graph GR , which is significantlysmaller than the original graph.
Figure 3.1(a) shows an example flow graph for a partition. Flow for the internal cells is pushed
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(a) Partition with flow graph (b) Intermediate flow and GR edges
Figure 3.1: Computing intermediate flow and edges for a partition

to the border cells, and edges for GR are created between border cells. The result of this isshown in figure 3.1(b).
In the second phase we accumulate the flow for the GR graph. The third phase consists ofaccumulating the flow for the internal cells for each partition again. Since we already have thecorrect flow for the cells on the border we can now calculate the total flow for each internal cell.
3.2.2 Pseudo code

Require: (∀ cells c : flow [c] = 0) . flow is the output file1: procedure CACHEAWAREFLOW(grid G)
. Phase one—create edges and calculate intermediate flow2: for each partition P do

. Initialisation and reading from disk3: Read partition from disk into array targetP4: Clear (set to 0) arrays flowP and countP5: for each cell c in P, c not on border do6: Increase countP [targetP [c]]7: flowP [c]← 18: end for

. Compute intermediate flow9: for each cell c in G do10: d← c11: while countP [d] = 0 ∧ targetP [d] ∧ d not on border do12: countP [d]←∞ . Mark d as completed13: flowP [targetP [d]]← flowP [targetP [d]] + flowP [d] . Push flow to the target of
d14: Decrease countP [targetP [d]]15: d← targetP [d] . Continue with the next cell of the path16: end while
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17: end for
. Create edges18: for each cell c in P, c on border do19: flow [c]← flow [c] + flowP [c] . Accumulate flow for the current GR cell20: d← targetP [c]21: while d not on border do22: d← targetP [d] . follow flow path23: end while24: targetGR [c]← d . Create edge from c to d25: end for26: end for

. Phase two—accumulate flow for GR graph27: Clear (set to 0) array countGR28: for each cell c in GR do29: Increase countGR [targetGR [c]]30: flow [c]← flow [c] + 131: end for32: for each cell c in GR do33: d← c34: while countGR [d] = 0 ∧ targetGR [d] do35: countGR [d]←∞ . Mark d as completed36: flow [targetGR [d]]← flow [targetGR [d]] + flow [d] . Push flow to the target of d37: Decrease countGR [targetGR [d]]38: d← targetGR [d] . Continue with the next cell of the path39: end while40: end for

. Phase three—compute flow for internal cells41: Read partition from disk into array targetP42: Clear (set to 0) array countP43: for each cell c in P do44: Increase countP [targetP [c]]45: if c not on border then46: flowP [c]← 147: end if48: end for49: for each cell c in G do50: d← c51: while countP [d] = 0 ∧ targetP [d] do52: countP [d]←∞ . Mark d as completed53: if targetP [d] not on border then54: flow [targetP [d]]← flow [targetP [d]] + flow [d] . Push flow to the target of d55: end if56: Decrease countP [targetP [d]]57: d← targetP [d] . Continue with the next cell of the path58: end while59: end for60: end procedure
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3.2.3 Analysis

I/O analysis

In the first and third phase, partitions are read and written to disk. Neighbouring partitionsshare a boundary row or column, so the blocks these cells belong to are read once for eachpartition they belong to. Given the tall-cache assumption (M = Ω(B2)), these boundary blocksare read at most four times (in case the boundary cell is on the corner). This means that eachblock is read O(1) times, from which follows that the I/O volume for reading and writing thepartitions is Scan(N).
Flow accumulation for the graph GR requires—worst-case—a constant number of I/O operationsper cell in this graph. The number of cells in GR depends on the size and amount of partitionsin the grid. Given a grid of N = W ×H, and partition size of w × h, we can express the size ofthe graph as follows: |GR | ≤ (Hh + 1)W + (Ww + 1)H.
The partition size is chosen such that it fits in the memory, which means that w ·h = Θ(M). If weassume that the partitions are square-like (w = Θ(h)) this gives us, together with the tall-cacheassumption, that w = Ω(B) and h = Ω(B).
We can now calculate the number of I/O operations needed for GR :

|GR | ≤
(
H
h + 1)W + (Ww + 1)H

|GR | = O
(
H
hW + W

w H
)

= O
(
H
BW + W

B H
)

= O
(
W ·H
B

)
= O

(
N
B

)
= Scan(N)

The amount of I/O operations required by the entire algorithm is therefore Scan(N).
Running time analysis

All three phases push water down the flow path, which visits every edge twice—once for countingthe number of incoming edges each cell has, and once for the actual flow accumulation—anddoesn’t need any sorting. Since the flow graph is in fact a forest, the number of edges is at mostthe number of cells. Therefore the running time required by pushing water down a flow path is
O(n), where n is the number of cells. The first and second phase do this for the whole grid (beit one partition at a time), taking O(N) time. In the second phase the flow for the GR graph is
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pushed down, taking O(|GR |) time. Because the cells in the GR graph are (a very small) subsetof the full grid, the total running time of this algorithm is O(N).
3.3 Cache-oblivious approach

3.3.1 Algorithm description

For the cache-oblivious version of the flow accumulation algorithm we use a divide-and-conquerstrategy. In each recursive step the current sub-problem is partitioned into a number of smallerproblems. The result for each recursive step are the flow edges between the cells on the borderof the partition and for each cell on the border the amount of flow that has been accumulated.
Our base case is a partition of 2 × 2 cells, for which it is trivial to calculate both the edgesbetween the border cells (since all cells are border cells) and the flow that has been accumulated(which is 1, since no flow from other cells has been pushed onto the current cell). However, sinceeach cell can belong to up to four partitions of size 2×2, we need to make sure that the flow andedge are added exactly once. This can be accomplished by only adding the diagonal, south andeast edges for such partitions, and only add the north edge if the partition is on the top-mostrow of the full grid, and only add the west edge if it is on the left-most column of the grid.
To calculate the flow edges for the combined problem, the internal cells are removed and creatingnew edges between the border cells. This is done by following the flow for each internal cell cuntil we reach the first cell that is on the border, we call this cell q, the flow target for c. Theflow from c is then pushed to q, and for all cells s on the border that flow into c, we create anew edge from s to q. An example of this merge step can be seen in figure 3.2. In this examplethe internal cells are coloured orange, and in each cell the amount of flow accumulated so far isstated.

(a) Before merging (b) After merging
Figure 3.2: Example showing the merge step of the cache-oblivious algorithm
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In order to calculate the total amount of flow for these internal cells in the second pass ofthe algorithm, we have to push the flow from the border inwards to the internal cells, whilerecursively breaking up the partitions into the smaller sub-problems again. In order to do thisefficiently (and not recalculate these edges) we store these edges on disk. Since in the secondphase we have to break up the partitions, as opposed to combining them like in the first phase,these edges are visited in the reverse order as they were first phase, making the file listingthese edges act as one big stack. Note that because edges are added (“pushed”) only in thefirst phase and only removed (“popped”) in the second phase, the I/O behaviour is exactly thesame as scanning through a file twice (first forwards, then backwards), therefore we do not needan I/O efficient structure for this stack.
In order to do this we need to make sure that the edges are stored in topological order, sothat we accumulate flow for the leaves of the flow tree first in the second phase, and then workour way back to the root. This means we have to create a forest of trees from the edges ineach recursive step in the first phase. These flow trees are then visited from the root upwards(following the flow in the reverse direction) which we can also use to calculate the flow targetfor each cell by “remembering” the last cell on the border that was visited.
As stated before, the second phase consists of the algorithm pushes the flow from the border tothe internal cells for which it uses the edges stored in the first phase.
3.3.2 Pseudo code

Require: (∀ cells c : flow [c] = 0)1: procedure CACHEOBLIVIOUSFLOW(grid G)2: S ← CREATEEMPTYSTACK
. Merging process, calculate flow for the border of the full grid and build the stack3: FLOWPARTITION(G)
. Accumulate flow for internal cells in reverse order4: while edge (s, t)← POP(S) do5: flow [t]← flow [t] + flow [s]6: end while7: end procedure

1: procedure FLOWPARTITION(partition P)2: if width[P] = 2 ∧ height [P] = 2 then
. Base case, create edges and add flow for current cells in P3: E ← ∅4: for each cell c in P do5: if target [c] in P∧ the edge between c and target [c] was not added before then6: flow [c]← flow [c] + 17: E ← E ∪ edge(c, target [c])8: end if9: end for10: return E11: else
. Recurse on sub-problems
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12: E ← ∅13: for each partition P′ in CREATEPARTITIONS(P) do14: E ← E ∪ FLOWPARTITION(P′)15: end for
. Merge sub-problems16: F ← Create forest from edges in E17: E ← ∅18: for each tree T in F do19: FLOWTREE(ROOT(T ), ⊥)20: end for21: return E22: end if23: end procedure

1: procedure FLOWTREE(vertex v , vertex q)2: if v on partition border then3: q← v . Set v as the new flow target4: end if
. Process tree edges5: for each incoming edge e = (s, v) of v do6: if v not on partition border then7: PUSH(S, e) . Add edge to stack, to calculate water flow8: end if9: if q 6= ⊥ then

. There is a flow target for the current branch10: if s on partition border then11: E ← E ∪ edge(s, q) . Create new edge12: else13: flow [q]← flow [q] + flow [s] . push water to border vertex (q)14: end if15: end if16: FLOWTREE(s, q) . Follow tree upwards17: end for18: end procedure

3.3.3 Analysis

I/O analysis

We can distinguish two I/O processes. The first one reads the input file and writes to the outputfile, which follows the same recursion as the cache-oblivious flooding algorithm. Note that eventhough the second phase isn’t written like a recursion, it works on a stack of edges that areadded in the recursive order of the first phase. From this follows that the I/O complexity of thisfirst I/O process is Scan(N).
The second I/O process reads and writes the stack file. Since elements are only added in the
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first phase, and then removed in the second phase, this stack file is scanned twice, giving anI/O complexity of Scan(|S|), where |S| is the size of the stack file. In each step of the recursion,in the worst case each edge can be added to the stack. Since the edges form a flow-tree, theamount of edges in each recursive step is at most the amount of vertices in that step. This givesthe following recurrence: S(v) = 4 · S ( v2) +O(v), which solves to O(V 2) = O(N). This meansthe I/O complexity of this second process is also Scan(N).
This results in a total I/O complexity of Scan(N).
Running time analysis

The running time of FLOWPARTITION is dominated by creating the forest from the edges, whichtakes O(V log(V )) time. This gives us the following recurrence: T (v) = 4 · T ( v2)+O(v log(v)).Solving this with the Master Theorem gives us a running time of O(V 2) = O(N).
3.4 Algorithm comparison

Three different algorithms for the flow accumulation problem have been presented in this chapter.In the following table we will give a short summary of the complexities of each of these algorithms:
Algorithm I/O complexity Running timeNaive Scan(N) 12 O(N)Cache-aware Scan(N) + Sort(NB ) O(N)Cache-oblivious Scan(N) O(N)

Table 3.1: Flow accumulation complexities
3.5 Multiple flow directions

With SFD, the input represents a forest of trees, where each cell has either exactly one orno target cell at all. In MFD the water flow from a single cell is divided to flow to all lowerneighbours, which means that each cell can have up to eight target cells, making it a forest ofdirected acyclic graphs (DAG). What this means in practice is that instead of having a river thathas a width of one cell (in SFD), MFD rivers have a width of multiple cells.
Instead of a single target [c ] for a cell c, in MFD we have a set targets[c], containing all thetarget cells of c. There also is a function flowamount [c, d], giving the percentage of flow fromcell c to cell d, given that d ∈ targets[c]. All flow that is accumulated on a cell must be passeddown—and new flow cannot be created—which means that the following must hold:

1Using a file ordering that preserves spatial locality, like z-order2For ”normal” maps
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(∀ cells c :: targets[c] 6= ∅ ⇒ ∑
d∈targets[c] flowamount [c, d] = 1)

(∀ cells c, d : d ∈ targets[c] : 0 ≤ flowamount [c, d] ≤ 1)
In the cache-aware (section 3.2) and naive (section 3.1) algorithms the same two step approachis used for accumulating flow. The first step counts the number of incoming edges per cell, andin the second step flow is accumulated recursively for cells have no incoming edges (anymore).We will now present an adaptation of this approach for MFD, in which we note that becausethere no longer is a single flow path downwards, we need to change the procedure of followingall flow paths downwards as well.

1: procedure MFDFLOW(grid G)
. Step 1—count number of source cells for each cell2: for each cell c in G do3: for each cell d in targets[c] do4: Increase count [d]5: end for6: end for
. Step 2—accumulate flow for each cell7: for each cell c in G do8: MFDFLOWPATHS(c)9: end for10: end procedure

11: procedure MFDFLOWPATHS(cell c)
. Check if we are allowed to push down the flow for cell c12: if count [c] = 0 ∧ targets[c] 6= ∅ then13: count [c]←∞ . Mark c as completed14: flow [c]← flow [c] + 1 . Add flow for c15: for each cell d in targets[c] do16: flow [d]← flow [d] + flowamount [c, d] · flow [c] . Push flow to d17: Decrease count [d]18: MFDFLOWPATHS(d) . Continue with the next cell of the path19: end for20: end if21: end procedure

The adaptation to the cache-oblivious algorithm from section 3.3 is of a similar fashion. Insteadof topologically sorting a tree from the root to the leaves, each DAG needs to be topologicallysorted in a similar fashion; namely that cell c ≺ cell d if there exists a sequence of cells
S = {s0, s1, . . . sn}, such that c ∈ targets[s0] ∧ s0 ∈ targets[s1] ∧ . . . ∧ sn ∈ targets[d].
Another counter-effect of using MFD is that the resulting flow graphs in the cache-aware andcache-oblivious algorithm are no longer guaranteed to be planar.
For the cache-aware algorithm the number of edges in a partition (of size w × h) can increasefrom O(w + h) to O((w + h)2), increasing the worst-case size of the graph GR from O(NB ) to
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O(N).
In the cache-oblivious algorithm, a section at level i can hold up to O(N2i ) edges, giving an I/Ocomplexity of Scan(N√N).
This means that both of these algorithms are no longer guaranteed to be efficient under allcircumstances.
In the naive algorithm each cell still is visited at most a constant number of times, so this doesnot affect the analysis. Even though there are much more paths, it is not expected to affectperformance since the rivers followed are the same, only wider.
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Chapter 4

Testing

4.1 Test setup

All tests have been run on a Dell Optiplex GX620 computer, equipped with a 3.00 GHz Pentium4 processor with 1 gigabyte of RAM. A single Seagate ST320506AS 250GB hard drive wasused for input, output and temporary file storage. The operating system, Ubuntu 7.04 (kernel2.60.20-16), was placed on a separate hard drive (Samsung HD080HJ, 80GB).
All programs were compiled using the GNU C++ Compiler (GCC) version 4.1.2, with the flags
-O3 -D_LARGE_FILE_SOURCE -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64.
Running times are logged using the /usr/bin/time command. Between each consecutive testthe temporary and output directories are emptied.
Prior to the testing of runtime speeds, all algorithms were verified to be correct by comparingthe output results of the to one another. Each algorithm is tested with six different input datasets:

Name Size # of cells # data cells % no-data
SRTM 37-2 6, 000× 6, 000 36,000,000 11,970,920 67%
SRTM 38-2 6, 000× 6, 000 36,000,000 27,541,900 23%
SRTM NLD 12, 000× 6, 000 72,000,000 39,512,820 45%
NEUSE 40FT 17, 630× 12, 555 221,334,650 78,016,734 65%
NEUSE 20FT 35, 260× 25, 110 885,378,600 312,064,767 65%
NEUSE 10FT 70, 520× 50, 220 3,542,378,600 1,248,258,876 65%

Table 4.1: Input data sets
The SRTM1 data sets cover The Netherlands at a resolution of 90m. SRTM 37-2 contains thewest side and SRTM 38-2 the east side. These maps have been combined into the SRTM NLDmap.
The second series of data sets covers the Neuse river delta, located in North Carolina in theUnited States of America, at a resolution of 40, 20 and 10 feet.
The DEMs of these data sets are stored in binary files (one using row-major and one in z-orderordering) using a 32 bit floating point (the C++ float data type) value for storing the height

1Shuttle Radar Topology Mission
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SRTM 37-2 SRTM 38-2 SRTM NLD
Algorithm Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%)Naive (R) 0:42 99% 0:48 100% 1:37 93%Naive (Z) 0:41 99% 0:46 100% 1:41 86%Cache-aware (8k× 4k) 0:42 99% 0:48 100% 1:44 84%Cache-aware (4k× 4k) 0:38 99% 0:45 94% 1:29 88%Cache-aware (2k× 2k) 0:39 84% 0:48 75% 1:22 84%Cache-oblivious (RD) 3:10 99% 3:22 99% 11:17 58%Cache-oblivious (RS) 3:01 99% 3:15 100% 10:43 56%Cache-oblivious (ZD) 3:06 97% 3:19 97% 7:19 88%Cache-oblivious (ZS) 3:10 100% 3:26 99% 6:58 91%Naive (TZ) 0:47 87% 0:52 89% 1:43 88%Cache-aware (T 8k× 4k) 0:41 100% 0:47 100% 1:41 86%Cache-oblivious (TZS) 3:13 99% 3:26 100% 6:58 92%Cache-aware (2× 4k× 4k) 0:38 185% 0:38 184% 1:49 120%Cache-aware (8× 2k× 2k) 0:33 195% 0:33 196% 1:24 148%

Table 4.2: Flooding times for the SRTM datasets
of each cell. The output of the flooding algorithms is a similar file, but containing the floodedheights.
For the flow accumulation problem a flow routing step has been run on each input file, creatinga file containing the flow direction for each cell, which are stored using 8 bit unsigned integers(bytes). The output of the flow accumulation algorithms are binary files containing the flowaccumulation for each cell represented by 32 bit unsigned integers.
The cache-aware algorithms use partition sizes with a width and height of 2n + 1, n ∈ N, whichaligns the read/write operations nicely on the disk, giving a better performance.
4.2 Flooding

The tables 4.2 and 4.3 contain the running time of each of the algorithms for each dataset, as wellas their efficiency (percentage of the time the CPU was busy). The cache-aware algorithm wasrun with partition sizes of 8193 × 4097 (the largest block that would fit in memory), 4097 × 4097and 2049 × 2049. The cache-oblivious and naive algorithms have been run using both row-major(R) and z-order (Z) ordering. The cache-oblivious algorithm has two more variants, one usingdynamic memory allocation (D) for the edges, and the other using static allocation (S).
Also, an extra series of tests has been run (marked with “T” in the tables), using both disksin the testing machine. For the cache-aware and cache-oblivious algorithms the output filewas put on the operating system disk, while keeping the input and temporary file on the datadisk. The naive algorithm used the operating system disk to store the temporary file sinceit requires simultaneous access to either the input and temporary file or the output and the
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NEUSE 40FT NEUSE 20FT NEUSE 10FT
Algorithm Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%)Naive (R) 17:39 27% 14:28:07 2% N/ANaive (Z) 9:40 49% 42:34 44% 7:14:29 17%Cache-aware (8k× 4k) 7:49 68% 31:20 61% 2:36:34 47%Cache-aware (4k× 4k) 7:44 64% 36:55 49% 3:39:37 32%Cache-aware (2k× 2k) 8:22 51% 47:58 34% 5:00:35 21%Cache-oblivious (RD) 2:22:24 14% 15:23:47 9% 63:08:13 9%Cache-oblivious (RS) 2:20:56 13% 15:23:17 8% 62:47:45 8%Cache-oblivious (ZD) 28:49 66% 2:02:37 65% 8:12:44 66%Cache-oblivious (ZS) 29:33 66% 2:00:59 64% 8:04:04 65%Naive (TZ) 7:07 67% 30:58 61% 6:49:51 18%Cache-aware (T 8k× 4k) 7:14 73% 28:13 67% 2:12:44 55%Cache-oblivious (TZS) 24:02 82% 1:37:29 81% 6:28:28 81%Cache-aware (2× 4k× 4k) 6:05 121% 29:82 82% 2:47:00 50%Cache-aware (8× 2k× 2k) 6:12 103% 42:57 45% 4:52:47 25%

Table 4.3: Flooding times for the Neuse datasets
temporary file. The cache-aware tests used a partition size of 8193 × 4097, testing on thecache-oblivious algorithm was done using the z-order version with static memory allocation andthe naive algorithm used z-order as well.
The detailed results (appendix A.1.2) showed that for the cache-aware algorithm the floodingboth computation and I/O use a significant amount of running time. While the program is busyreading (or writing) data from disk, the CPU is idling, and when the program is busy floodinga partition, no I/O operations are performed. This different from the cache-oblivious and naivealgorithms, in which the I/O operations are intermixed in the computation, and therefore don’thave such a regular structure. Because the partitions that are processed in this algorithm areindependent of one another, it is very easy to create a multi-threaded version of the cache-awareflooding program. This way when one thread is busy flooding a partition, another thread could bereading the next partition already. Several threads could also be busy performing computationssimultaneously, thus taking advantage of multiple cores and/or processors.
A multi-threaded version of the cache-aware program was implemented and tested with twodifferent settings—one using 2 threads with a partition size of 4097 × 4097 and another onewith a partition size of 2049 × 2049 on 8 threads. The program uses synchronisation code forthe I/O, so that only one thread can read (or write) data at any time. Because the Pentium4 processor in the test computer has HyperThreading support, multiple threads can performcalculations at the same time, thus allowing the efficiency to exceed 100%.
The naive, row-major test for the NEUSE 10FT data set was stopped test after 60 hours, atwhich point roughly 60% of the data had been processed, however the speed was down to lessthan 4% per day.
The z-order tests on the same file performed badly as well, since the number of watersheds and
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edges found by the algorithm was so large they still fit in naive in the first part of the algorithm,which creates the watersheds and edges, but not anymore so for the part of the algorithm thatfloods the watershed graph, since it still used the same internal memory algorithm for flooding.This resulted in a really poor performance for this part of the algorithm, in fact it took more than60% of the total running time. In contrast, the amount of time required for flooding a watershedgraph in the other test cases, where it did fit into memory, was about 4% of the total runningtime.
TerraStream

We received the TERRASTREAM[2] program from one of its authors. This way we could test thesame datasets on the same machine, and be able to compare the running times of their programto the algorithms in this paper. Flooding (called hydrological conditioning) in TERRASTREAM isdone by two programs.
The first program (CalcPersistence) detects with sinks and their “saddle” vertices, which are thepoints where they will overflow in another sink or into the ocean. It also assigns a significanceto each sink, called the persistence value. This can be used to only remove the small sinks andkeep the large ones.
The second program (Condition) floods the sinks that have a persistence value lower than anuser-specified bound τ, and then writes the result back to disk. In order to get the same floodingresults from the TERRASTREAM program and our algorithms the tests have been ran with τ =∞.

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTCalcPersistence 3:01 7:57 11:51 24:13 1:51:54 7:23:34Condition 0:28 1:21 2:14 5:35 38:24 2:32:33Total time 3:29 9:18 14:05 29:48 2:30:18 9:56:07

Table 4.4: Flooding times using the TerraStream algorithm
Also, the programs were configured such that the input, output and temporary files where allstored on the same disk. The results of these tests are shown in table 4.4.
4.3 Flow accumulation

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the running times and efficiency of the flow accumulation algorithms foreach dataset. The cache-aware algorithm has been run on different partition sizes, the biggestbeing 8193 × 8193 cells in size. The cache-oblivious and naive algorithms have been run withboth z-order (Z) and row-major (R) file ordering.
An extra series of tests was run (marked with “T” in the tables), where the operating systemdisk was used as well. For the cache-oblivious and naive algorithm the input file was in z-order,
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and the cache-aware algorithm was run with partition sizes of 8193 × 4097, since these gavethe best results in the regular tests.
Because the running time of the cache-aware algorithm is dominated by the I/O operations (ap-pendix A.2.2), there is little improvement expected from a multi-threaded version, which thereforehasn’t been created.

SRTM 37-2 SRTM 38-2 SRTM NLD
Algorithm Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%)Naive (R) 0:05 99% 0:07 99% 0:20 65%Naive (Z) 0:06 99% 0:08 98% 0:23 59%Cache-aware (8k × 8k) 0:04 96% 0:05 99% 0:09 89%Cache-aware (8k × 4k) 0:04 100% 0:05 99% 0:09 99%Cache-aware (4k × 4k) 0:04 99% 0:05 99% 0:23 35%Cache-aware (2k × 2k) 0:03 99% 0:05 99% 0:20 41%Cache-oblivious (R) 0:37 99% 1:20 99% 1:21 94%Cache-oblivious (Z) 0:42 88% 1:25 93% 1:31 87%Naive (TZ) 0:06 99% 0:08 99% 0:14 99%Cache-aware (T 8k× 4k) 0:04 98% 0:05 100% 0:08 99%Cache-oblivious (TZ) 0:37 99% 1:19 100% 1:55 99%

Table 4.5: Flow accumulation times for the SRTM datasets
NEUSE 40FT NEUSE 20FT NEUSE 10FT

Algorithm Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%) Time (s) Eff (%)Naive (R) 1:58 32% 18:28 21% 1:51:07 22%Naive (Z) 1:32 43% 10:18 26% 41:28 26%Cache-aware (8k× 8k) 2:46 15% 12:36 14% 54:41 13%Cache-aware (8k× 4k) 1:08 34% 8:17 21% 39:03 18%Cache-aware (4k× 4k) 1:30 25% 11:14 16% 1:05:30 11%Cache-aware (2k× 2k) 0:55 41% 10:17 17% 1:18:45 9%Cache-oblivious (R) 8:42 50% 1:04:56 29% 6:20:13 22%Cache-oblivious (Z) 6:17 70% 28:37 62% 1:58:54 62%Naive (TZ) 1:24 47% 8:40 31% 33:50 32%Cache-aware (T 8k× 4k) 0:54 43% 5:45 29% 25:34 26%Cache-oblivious (TZ) 5:49 77% 25:08 71% 1:43:56 69%
Table 4.6: Flow accumulation times for the Neuse datasets
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

We have presented three different algorithms for both the flooding and flow accumulation prob-lems. All of these algorithms run—under normal conditions— in Scan(N) I/O operations and
O(N) computation time. However, experimentation (chapter 4) has shown that there are stillquite big differences between the actual running times of the different algorithms. The cache-aware algorithms are the quickest, followed closely by the naive algorithms. The cache-obliviousvariants are the slowest.
In addition, the TERRASTREAM flooding algorithm is outperformed by all of the flooding algorithmsdescribed in this paper, though the TERRASTREAM flooding does provide support for flooding with athreshold value. According to the results from the TERRASTREAM paper[2], their flow-accumulationprogram is slightly slower than their flooding program, whereas our flow-accumulation programsare approximately four times faster than the flooding programs.
A few remarks need to be made. The naive and cache-oblivious variants require a file orderingthat preserves spatial locality. For our implementations z-order ordering is used (see chapter6 for an in-depth overview), however it is to be expected that other orderings that preservespatial locality—for example the Hilbert curve—have a comparable performance. If a differentfile ordering is used, the division of the partitions and the order in which they are visited in thecache-oblivious variant might need to be changed as well in order to better suit the file-ordering.
However, most grid data that is available comes in row-major order. This requires that the inputdata is first converted into the proper ordering, and an efficient way for doing so is needed.
The test results also show that the running time of the cache-aware algorithms greatly dependson the size of the partitions used. The detailed results show that these differences are causedby the difference in I/O time, but the exact reason for this behaviour is unknown. It is howeverconsistent, so a smaller map can be used to determine the ideal partition size for a system.
5.1 Further research

The cache-aware and cache-oblivious algorithms use the same principles and techniques in boththe flooding and flow-accumulation problems. Further research needs to be done to see if thesetechniques can also be adapted to other water flow problems, for example the flow-routing andwatershed labelling problems.
Also flow accumulation using MFD needs to be explored further. While a short overview of the
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adaptations required to transform the algorithms from SFD into MFD are given in section 3.5,more in-depth analysis and an actual implementation still needs to be done. The graphs used inthe cache-aware and cache-oblivious algorithms are no longer planar when MFD is used. Thisis because the source vertices have multiple target vertices, which can cross each other whenconnecting the source cells of rivers to their target cells. It might however be possible to createa planar flow-graph by combining the source and target vertices of these rivers.
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Chapter 6

Z-order

The Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) used here are 2D matrices, with a height stored for eachcell. These are stored on disk in a single. A file is essentially a 1D matrix (array), whichmeans that such a DEM cannot be stored in a file in a straight-forward way. There are severalways to store a matrix in a file, most commonly row-major (figure 6.1(a)) or column-major (figure6.1(b)) ordering is used, because of its simplicity. Row-major ordering stores the input file byconcatenating rows, whereas in column-major ordering the columns are placed after each other.With both of these orderings it is easy to calculate the position of a cell in the file, or to calculatethe position in the matrix, from a given file position.
A downside row-major and column-major ordering is that they have poor spatial locality. Forexample, the spatial distance between a cell and the one below or above it is very short, but ifthis DEM is stored in a row-major order, the distance between these two cells on disk is thewidth of an entire row, which makes it very inefficient to examine the grid in this way.

(a) Row-major (b) Column-major (c) Z-order
Figure 6.1: Three different file orderings for an 8× 8 input file

An ordering that tries to preserve spatial locality is the so-called z-order. In which cells ineach block of 2 × 2 cells are connected in a z-shaped fashion. These blocks are connected inthe same way recursively, until the whole grid has been connected. An example of this can beseen in figure 6.1(c). The location of a cell at position (x, y) ≡ (xn. . .x1x0, yn. . .y1y0), where xiis the i-th bit of the x-coordinate, can be calculated by interleaving the bits: ynxn. . .y1x1y0x0.This operation can be reversed in order to calculate the position of a cell in the matrix, given alocation in the file.
Bit interleaving is a costly operation on most platforms, so a faster way to calculate the location
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of a given cell in a file is needed. For this two methods are used in the implementation of thealgorithms—namely lookup tables and dilated arithmetic.
Using lookup tables, it is possible to efficiently calculate the position of a cell with coordinates(x, y) in a file (absolute positioning). This is done by looking at the individual x and y componentsin the interleaved file position:

BitInterleave(x, y) = ynxnyn−1xn−1. . .y1x1y0x0= yn0yn−10. . .y10y00 + 0xn0xn−1. . .0x10x0= 2 · 0yn0yn−1. . .0y10y0 + 0xn0xn−1. . .0x10x0= 2 · lookup(y) + lookup(x), with lookup(i) = 0in0in−1. . .0i10i0As can be seen from the equations above, it is possible to use the same lookup table for both the
x and y coordinates, given that the size of the lookup table is at least bigger than the maximumof the width and height of the matrix that is stored.
The second method used is called dilated arithmetic [7] and can be used to calculate the positionof cells that are near a given cell (relative positioning). The idea behind this method is that theinterleaved x and y are extracted from a given z-order positioning. This can be done by a bitwise
and operation, setting all the even or odd bits to 0 (6.4 and 6.5). In relative positioning the x or
y coordinate will be increased or decreased by some value i generally i = 1 or i = −1 is used,since these will access the adjacent cells. Since the x and y coordinates are interleaved, i itselfmust also be interleaved, for example by using the lookup table from the first method. Beforethe x or y coordinate is increased, the unused bits (either the even or odd) must be set to 1 inorder to propagate the carry over these gaps. This can be done by a bitwise or operation (6.6and 6.8). This is not necessary for subtracting from the coordinate, since the unused bits arealready 0 from the extraction operation, which will propagate the carry from subtracting (6.7 and6.9). Finally the (altered) x and y coordinates are combined into a z-order position by addingthem together (6.3).

ONES0 ≡ 1010. . .1010 (6.1)
ONES1 ≡ 0101. . .0101 (6.2)BitInterleave(x, y) ≡ BitInterleave(x, 0) + BitInterleave(0, y) (6.3)BitInterleave(x, 0) = BitInterleave(x, y) and ONES1 (6.4)BitInterleave(0, y) = BitInterleave(x, y) and ONES0 (6.5)BitInterleave(x + 1, 0) = (BitInterleave(x, 0) or ONES0 + 1) and ONES1 (6.6)BitInterleave(x − 1, 0) = (BitInterleave(x, 0)− 1) and ONES1 (6.7)BitInterleave(0, y+ 1) = (BitInterleave(0, y) or ONES1 + 2) and ONES0 (6.8)BitInterleave(0, y− 1) = (BitInterleave(0, y)− 2) and ONES0 (6.9)

The restriction with the z-order ordering as presented above is that it only works on grids of size2n × 2n, otherwise the bit-interleave properties are lost. In order to process DEMs that havedifferent dimensions, the z-order must be adapted to cope with this. The easiest solution is to
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insert no-data in the file, expanding the it to 2n× 2n cells, where the minimum n is chosen suchthat 2n ≤ W ∧2n ≤ H holds. However, this can increase the file size by 300% for square-shaped(W = ΘH) input, or even more for other shaped input.
This can be avoided by virtually expanding the grid instead

Figure 6.2: An 6×5 z-order onits 8× 8 expansion

of expanding the input file. Giving two distinct numberingschemes, one for the file order and the second for the expandedorder.
The first is the file order, the order in which the data is stored inthe file. Each cell is stored z-order, skipping over the gaps. Anexample of this can be seen in figure 6.2, in which the numbersshow the file order for a 6 × 5 sized grid. In this figure thenormal path is coloured blue, the gaps are green (dark) andthe orange (light) lines show the expanded grid.
This expanded grid is the second numbering scheme. Whichfits the input file in the smallest possible square of size 2n×2n,which is then numbered in the regular z-order way.
In the expanded scheme, the methods described earlier for ab-solute and relative positioning can be used. Given a position in the expanded scheme, it is easyto check if this position is inside or outside (or even on the border) of the real grid by extractingthe interleaved x and y coordinates, and comparing these to the interleaved width and heightof the original grid.
Two more operations are needed before this system can be used. The first is calculating the fileposition from a given expanded position, and the second is a way to iterate through all cellsusing the expanded position (skipping over the gaps—the green (dark) lines in figure 6.2). Bothof these operations can be done by using a skip-table, containing the offset between the realand file position at each gap, as well as the next expanded cell position that exists. Table 6.1shows such a table for a 6× 5 sized grid.
This table has three rows, the first row holds the positions (in the expanded numbering scheme)after which the gaps occur. The second row holds the first position after the gap has ended. Thethird row holds the difference between the expanded position and the actual file position, for allpositions greater or equal than the “next” value in the same column.

last 19 27 33 37 49
next 24 32 36 48 N/A
offset 4 8 10 20 N/A

Table 6.1: Skip table for 6× 5 z-order
Since the gaps can only occur at the left and bottom borders of the grid, the worst-case size ofa skip table is |S| = O(W +H). Using this table to calculate a file position takes O(log(|S|))time if no assumptions are made about the position. Looking up Θ(N) cells takes a totalof O(N log(|S|)) time (running a binary search Θ(N) times). However, in order to keep the
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algorithms in our paper I/O efficient, “random” file access is to be avoided. This means thatsubsequent lookups are spatially close together, it is expected that the elements (columns) inthe skip-table that are visited for the lookup are close together as well—which is true for themajority of the grid, except for searches between the bottom row and the row above it—so wecan run a linear search starting from the previous location. For searches between the bottomrow and the row above it the binary search is still used. The expected time to look up all Ncells therefore is likely to be very close to the lower bound of Ω(N + |S|+W · log(|S|)). Giventhe square-file assumption a lower bound of Ω(N) operations to look up Θ(N) cells is expected.
The easiest way to create such a skip-table is to do this while creating the z-order file (forexample from a file in row-major order). At this time both the x and y coordinates for eachcell are known, as well as the position of the cell in the z-order output file. The coordinatescan be used to calculate the expanded position (using lookup tables), and comparing this to theexpanded position of the previous cell so jumps can be detected, and the offset can be calculatedby subtracting the file position from the expanded position. This table is stored to disk after ithas been created so it can be loaded by the algorithms that use it.
For converting the input data to the output data we used a simple program that iterates throughthe cells in output (z-order) order, calculates the corresponding input position and copies theinput value to the output file. The skip-table is calculated at the same time. Table 6.2 lists thetimes required to convert from row-major to z-order file ordering.

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTTime required 0:10 0:10 0:20 2:59 18:27 1:27:30

Table 6.2: Conversion times in seconds
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Appendix A

Detailed measurements

In this chapter we present the detailed measurements of each test. These were measuredusing timing code embedded into the programs. The structured layout of the cache-awarealgorithm allowed for timing specific portions of the code without a significant loss in performance,something that is not possible in the cache-oblivious and internal memory algorithms, whichtherefore have less detailed data.
File access in the cache-oblivious and naive algorithms is done by mapping parts of the files intomemory. While this provides fast access to the files—the actual reading/writing and caching iscompletely done by the system—it requires that the space for the output and temporary filesis allocated prior to using it. The timing tables of these algorithms therefore have an elementnamed “allocating files” which states the time it took to allocate these files.
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A.1 Flooding

A.1.1 Naive algorithm

Row-major order

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FT# of watersheds 180,689 433,321 614,197 2,377,218 8,713,500 N/A# of edges 433,521 1,047,249 1,481,728 7,135,010 25,359,241 N/AAllocating files 0.43 0.43 0.87 8.58 54.74 N/ACreating watersheds 40.16 46.34 92.79 850.75 50877.72 N/AFlooding watersheds 0.33 0.83 1.25 8.71 306.32 N/AFlooding grid 0.76 0.78 1.61 191.99 847.74 N/ATotal time 41.68 48.39 96.52 1059.03 52086.74 N/A

Z-order

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FT# of watersheds 179,140 428,995 608,295 2,377,247 8,713,509 20,939,968# of edges 428,864 1,023,981 1,453,831 7,061,072 25,148,617 59,051,297Allocating files 0.43 0.43 0.88 8.67 55.10 248.05Creating watersheds 39.02 44.27 96.85 384.86 1634.42 6542.89Flooding watersheds 0.30 0.75 1.12 7.11 109.14 16543.31Flooding grid 0.76 0.80 2.57 179.45 755.07 2734.39Total time 40.52 46.25 101.42 580.08 2553.86 26068.88

Z-order—Output file on operating system disk

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FT# of watersheds 179,140 428,995 608,295 2,377,247 8,713,509 20,939,968# of edges 428,864 1,023,981 1,453,831 7,061,072 25,148,617 59,051,297Allocating files 0.45 0.44 1.09 17.43 75.92 322.89Creating watersheds 45.21 49.88 97.65 353.45 1458.45 5806.60Flooding watersheds 0.31 0.76 1.02 7.07 108.58 17675.14Flooding grid 1.04 0.84 2.70 48.98 214.72 785.04Total time 47.01 51.92 102.57 426.92 1857.80 24590.54
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A.1.2 Cache-aware algorithm

Partition size: 8193× 4097
SRTM NEUSE

37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.18 0.18 4.51 33.60 222.41 1602.12Initialising 2.02 2.15 2.57 7.33 15.87 40.75Sorting 7.23 10.38 17.46 71.86 235.56 893.09Computing edges 0.00 0.00 12.05 80.86 324.57 1297.86Creating GR 0.23 0.04 0.15 1.07 1.82 7.08Flooding GR 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.60 18.93Processing phase 22.75 26.05 50.63 201.96 828.57 3971.14Reading 0.19 0.19 8.71 77.11 446.32 3015.52Initialising 1.43 1.32 2.23 6.74 18.96 72.99Sorting 7.21 10.53 17.76 73.05 239.70 900.47Flooding 0.00 0.00 9.10 57.31 231.68 926.99Writing 0.53 0.51 5.24 46.84 91.36 416.12Flooding phase 19.32 21.67 52.46 266.77 1050.45 5419.04Total time 42.07 47.73 103.10 468.75 1879.49 9391.06

Partition size: 4097× 4097
SRTM NEUSE

37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.17 0.17 7.17 56.04 400.18 3198.99Initialising 0.95 0.94 1.00 3.65 10.07 37.78Sorting 6.69 9.28 15.00 63.57 207.22 794.08Computing edges 6.14 5.55 11.87 78.82 316.28 1329.01Creating GR 0.11 0.07 0.24 0.49 2.01 6.29Flooding GR 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.17 0.77 3.58Processing phase 20.50 23.06 48.64 209.75 964.56 5411.32Reading 0.17 0.17 0.32 83.80 716.87 5690.23Initialising 1.00 1.01 1.18 4.42 13.07 49.67Sorting 6.73 9.34 15.68 65.14 214.88 816.98Flooding 4.53 4.13 9.04 57.10 231.21 968.10Writing 0.55 3.02 4.73 37.64 50.15 205.06Flooding phase 17.84 22.09 40.26 253.89 1249.24 7764.16Total time 38.35 45.15 88.94 463.74 2214.08 13176.31
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Partition size: 2049× 2049
SRTM NEUSE

37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.16 0.16 0.32 93.14 756.83 6216.29Initialising 0.39 0.39 0.74 2.44 9.17 33.95Sorting 4.95 7.11 11.89 49.55 164.73 626.01Computing edges 5.64 5.43 13.92 70.78 299.75 1174.93Creating GR 0.23 0.12 0.36 1.12 5.05 19.35Flooding GR 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.39 1.77 7.72Processing phase 17.52 19.74 37.17 224.27 1247.67 8119.51Reading 0.16 0.16 0.32 128.22 1063.25 8052.79Initialising 0.48 0.48 0.95 3.15 12.21 47.51Sorting 4.96 7.17 12.11 51.35 172.73 669.62Flooding 4.34 3.98 10.60 51.27 220.77 873.88Writing 6.42 12.39 13.99 38.51 152.16 235.55Flooding phase 20.97 28.24 44.33 277.94 1629.40 9913.41Total time 38.51 47.99 81.53 502.32 2877.49 18034.56
Partition size: 8193× 4097—Output file on operating system disk

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.19 0.18 3.57 33.76 222.58 1601.94Initialising 1.44 1.53 2.56 7.33 15.73 40.86Sorting 7.26 10.35 17.45 71.85 235.39 893.06Computing edges 0.00 0.00 12.10 81.07 324.97 1298.76Creating GR 0.24 0.04 0.15 1.09 1.82 6.30Flooding GR 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.64 18.59Processing phase 22.06 25.28 49.73 231.36 829.07 3970.84Reading 0.19 0.19 7.25 58.99 254.12 1693.00Initialising 1.27 1.29 2.22 6.56 16.10 81.40Sorting 7.23 10.49 17.79 72.61 237.78 898.94Flooding 0.00 0.00 9.13 57.17 230.90 925.68Writing 0.53 0.51 5.00 30.41 102.56 305.62Flooding phase 19.17 21.56 50.85 266.77 863.48 3991.66Total time 41.23 46.84 100.58 433.76 1692.90 7963.36

Partition size: 4097× 4097—2 threads

These multi-threaded timings have been split up in “cummulative” time, which is the sum off alltime spent in a section over all threads. The “real” time is the actual time it took to complete aphase of the algorithm.
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SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading (cummulative) 0.37 0.33 9.33 66.09 421.63 3964.59Initialising (cummulative) 1.51 1.52 1.36 4.63 12.46 41.50Sorting (cummulative) 10.39 13.98 22.71 90.49 280.38 841.61Computing edges (cummulative) 12.82 11.07 24.34 134.85 465.74 1656.56Creating GR (cummulative) 0.67 0.18 0.43 1.01 3.70 11.65Reading (real) 0.27 0.26 6.80 56.29 401.12 3207.98Flooding GR (real) 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.27 1.19 38.90Processing phase (real) 20.19 20.24 42.41 154.94 613.92 3286.49Reading (cummulative) 0.51 0.24 20.65 132.80 861.03 5968.30Initialising (cummulative) 1.40 1.45 1.57 5.54 16.54 129.12Sorting (cummulative) 10.33 14.09 21.06 77.47 223.10 849.19Flooding (cummulative) 10.42 8.93 20.92 90.59 295.25 1327.29Writing (cummulative) 0.76 0.74 43.70 101.56 817.63 5054.97Reading (real) 0.23 0.17 11.47 98.01 765.72 5831.53Writing (real) 0.69 0.74 27.77 68.42 348.63 840.89Flooding phase (real) 17.84 17.74 66.96 209.45 1124.25 6689.34Total time (real) 38.06 38.00 109.43 364.66 1739.38 10014.82

Partition size: 2049× 2049—8 threads

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading (cummulative) 2.65 4.77 121.85 580.58 5799.24 47742.98Initialising (cummulative) 2.77 1.98 1.39 4.17 10.07 35.91Sorting (cummulative) 25.84 43.18 35.27 108.78 173.01 643.80Computing edges (cummulative) 51.17 34.76 71.30 318.59 379.36 1474.70Creating GR (cummulative) 2.01 2.94 1.20 5.81 5.35 24.29Reading (real) 0.87 0.52 28.63 123.66 797.19 6246.86Flooding GR (real) 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.59 2.60 123.43Processing phase (real) 18.09 17.48 37.46 131.18 798.18 6247.62Reading (cummulative) 6.18 5.82 59.19 725.73 3043.95 20617.03Initialising (cummulative) 1.64 1.03 3.68 4.38 16.08 425.41Sorting (cummulative) 34.66 44.54 41.03 54.34 178.21 669.22Flooding (cummulative) 32.78 28.40 85.84 67.33 287.28 1160.22Writing (cummulative) 1.87 3.55 124.18 1061.89 10665.32 65917.11Reading (real) 0.36 0.69 13.10 173.57 1431.62 10102.34Writing (real) 1.87 2.40 18.28 65.49 343.74 1004.54Flooding phase (real) 14.93 15.06 46.16 240.59 1775.61 11107.08Total time (real) 33.08 32.61 83.77 372.35 2576.43 17478.42
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A.1.3 Cache-oblivious algorithm

Row-major order, dynamic edge allocation

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 0.52 1.21 7.54 37.47 175.28 634.82Creating edges 184.64 195.60 507.92 4772.28 25656.00 106543.72Flooding 4.94 5.25 161.44 3733.98 29595.05 120114.56Total time 190.10 202.07 676.91 8543.73 55426.48 227293.24

Row-major order, static edge allocation

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 0.52 0.52 9.96 39.53 172.46 636.48Creating edges 175.79 188.73 468.27 4780.08 25547.37 104352.72Flooding 4.97 5.23 164.28 3636.16 29677.41 121076.09Total time 181.28 194.48 642.51 8455.76 55397.28 226065.32

Z-order, dynamic edge allocation

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 4.54 4.55 9.67 39.85 184.13 651.79Creating edges 175.06 187.59 370.89 1285.95 5267.80 21451.11Flooding 6.42 6.91 58.63 452.75 1904.99 7460.48Total time 186.03 199.05 439.18 1778.54 7357.04 29563.38

Z-order, static edge allocation

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 0.52 0.54 8.32 39.85 182.31 649.51Creating edges 182.92 199.00 365.63 1278.33 5183.73 20964.99Flooding 6.45 6.64 43.88 454.48 1892.54 7429.55Total time 189.90 206.18 417.83 1772.66 7258.64 29044.05
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Z-order, static edge allocation—Output file on operating system disk

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 0.53 0.52 7.94 27.98 112.02 387.55Creating edges 185.97 199.28 370.79 1220.32 4914.85 19673.41Flooding 6.40 6.51 39.10 193.14 821.79 3246.40Total time 192.89 206.31 417.82 1441.44 5849.06 23307.44

A.1.4 TerraStream

Times marked with i are done using internal memory algorithms, whereas the mark e is used toindicate if an external memory algorithm was used.
CalcPersistence

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTCreating edges 18.96 40.10 60.49 133.17 541.60 2114.13Sorting items 26.33 122.03 181.40 381.79 1827.29 6602.66Removing nodes 134.77 313.90 467.17 822.35 3609.64 15107.23Union Find i0.26 i0.55 i0.68 e113.03 e723.99 e2750.16Total time 180.73 477.15 711.34 1453.52 6714.14 26613.91

Condition

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTSorting peristence tree 11.15 48.14Sorting wlabel stream 763.52 3136.82Raise elevation i0.59 i1.24 i1.81 i4.65 e68.51 e162.11Flooding i3.24 i13.01 i24.45 i53.54 e232.76 e894.94Writing out 22.72 64.69 106.05 273.63 1219.98 4879.90Total time 27.84 81.40 133.85 335.29 2303.82 9152.93
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A.2 Flow Accumulation

A.2.1 Naive algorithm

Row-major order

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 0.64 0.65 1.71 25.02 118.76 461.01Counting incoming edges 2.02 2.42 11.07 24.08 119.95 564.75Accumulating flow 2.46 3.78 7.26 69.50 869.97 5641.66Total time 5.12 6.84 20.03 118.61 1108.69 6667.46

Z-order

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 0.65 0.65 1.69 25.17 120.04 461.57Counting incoming edges 2.39 3.23 14.59 27.74 149.94 616.12Accumulating flow 2.75 4.35 7.16 39.33 347.96 1410.23Total time 5.79 8.23 23.44 92.24 617.98 2487.96

Z-order—Temporary file on operating system disk

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTAllocating files 0.67 0.67 1.40 21.13 122.30 489.03Counting incoming edges 2.36 3.06 5.68 28.98 158.71 605.28Accumulating flow 2.73 4.37 7.32 33.80 238.43 935.07Total time 5.77 8.10 14.41 83.90 519.86 2029.62
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A.2.2 Cache-aware algorithm

Partition size: 8193× 8193
SRTM NEUSE

37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.10 0.10 0.13 3.68 58.75 412.12Initialising 0.93 1.09 1.75 4.48 16.15 60.54Computing edges 0.59 1.17 1.77 4.16 17.89 76.30Creating GR 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.12 0.44 1.84Flowing GR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04Processing phase 1.64 2.38 3.69 12.45 93.25 550.83Reading 0.05 0.05 0.10 17.66 120.16 841.84Initialising 0.77 0.87 1.65 4.98 19.68 76.55Computing flow 0.55 1.13 1.70 3.97 17.32 74.77Writing 0.52 0.52 2.09 127.41 506.01 1736.88Flooding phase 1.90 2.58 5.55 154.03 663.17 2730.05Total time 3.53 4.96 9.25 166.47 756.44 3280.88

Partition size: 8193× 4097
SRTM NEUSE

37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.09 0.09 0.13 4.19 48.10 412.86Initialising 0.83 0.99 1.63 4.25 15.83 60.06Computing edges 0.66 1.31 1.96 4.63 19.59 82.17Creating GR 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.15 0.60 2.53Flowing GR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.06Processing phase 1.60 2.42 3.78 13.22 84.14 557.68Reading 0.05 0.05 0.10 6.51 124.49 853.29Initialising 0.77 0.87 1.65 5.00 19.76 76.82Computing flow 0.62 1.27 1.91 4.48 19.33 81.57Writing 0.52 0.52 1.05 39.40 249.17 773.30Flooding phase 1.90 2.71 4.72 55.39 412.74 1784.99Total time 3.51 5.13 8.50 68.61 496.90 2342.69
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Partition size: 4097× 4097
SRTM NEUSE

37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.10 0.10 0.16 2.44 83.10 741.74Initialising 0.75 0.91 1.50 4.08 15.61 59.89Computing edges 0.61 1.18 1.79 4.17 17.14 70.21Creating GR 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.20 0.79 3.56Flowing GR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.07Processing phase 1.48 2.23 3.51 10.91 116.66 875.48Reading 0.08 0.08 0.14 1.83 183.94 1598.97Initialising 0.77 0.88 1.65 5.00 19.88 77.84Computing flow 0.58 1.15 1.76 4.10 17.02 70.28Writing 0.57 0.57 16.18 68.96 336.47 1306.76Flooding phase 2.00 2.68 19.74 79.89 557.31 3053.85Total time 3.49 4.92 23.25 90.80 673.97 3929.34

Partition size: 2049× 2049
SRTM NEUSE

37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.11 0.11 0.23 1.27 127.60 1378.81Initialising 0.64 0.80 1.40 3.95 15.45 59.58Computing edges 0.56 1.09 1.65 3.83 15.56 62.87Creating GR 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.35 1.47 6.60Flowing GR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.17Processing phase 1.36 2.07 3.40 9.41 828.57 1508.04Reading 0.11 0.11 0.24 0.91 240.94 2215.87Initialising 0.77 0.87 1.65 5.08 19.77 78.67Computing flow 0.54 1.06 1.62 3.78 15.25 62.96Writing 0.62 0.63 12.92 36.09 181.52 858.71Flooding phase 2.04 2.66 16.43 45.86 457.48 3216.22Total time 3.40 4.74 19.83 55.27 617.61 4724.28
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Partition size: 8193× 4097—Output file on operating system disk

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FTReading 0.14 0.08 0.13 4.11 47.88 413.00Initialising 0.83 0.99 1.64 4.25 15.82 60.07Computing edges 0.66 1.32 1.97 4.59 19.51 82.26Creating GR 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.15 0.63 2.59Flowing GR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.06Processing phase 1.65 2.42 3.79 13.11 83.87 557.99Reading 0.05 0.05 0.10 14.93 130.46 564.38Initialising 0.77 0.87 1.67 5.04 19.71 76.61Computing flow 0.62 1.27 1.92 4.44 18.99 80.77Writing 0.53 0.52 1.06 16.72 92.28 254.00Flooding phase 1.97 2.72 4.75 41.13 261.42 975.76Total time 3.62 5.14 8.54 54.23 345.29 1533.77

A.2.3 Cache-oblivious algorithm

Row-major order

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FT# remaining edges 11,930,783 27,553,362 39,467,634 78,270,514 312,972,565 1,254,027,350Allocating files 0.44 0.43 0.87 13.18 82.75 327.22Creating edges 35.77 77.48 109.26 367.57 2441.85 15723.89Accumulating flow 1.09 2.57 10.57 141.75 1370.81 6761.95Total time 37.29 80.48 120.69 552.53 3895.41 22813.18

Z-order

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FT# remaining edges 11,930,783 27,553,362 39,467,634 78,270,514 312,972,565 1,254,027,350Allocating files 0.43 0.44 0.87 13.22 85.62 329.66Creating edges 40.35 80.86 120.81 292.30 1191.98 4955.29Accumulating flow 1.20 4.07 9.80 71.22 439.94 1849.38Total time 41.98 85.37 131.47 376.74 1717.54 7134.44
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Z-order—Output file on operating system disk

SRTM NEUSE
37-2 38-2 NLD 40FT 20FT 10FT# remaining edges 11,930,783 27,553,362 39,467,634 78,270,514 312,972,565 1,254,027,350Allocating files 0.44 0.43 0.86 17.23 77.97 326.25Creating edges 35.84 75.69 109.62 280.93 1110.72 4499.09Accumulating flow 1.15 3.30 5.22 51.55 319.41 1410.24Total time 37.44 79.43 115.71 349.71 1508.13 6235.93
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